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2010 0.35% 5.45 7.51 4.33 18.32 423% 336% 244% 58% 79%

2011 0.41% 5.39 -1.10% 7.51 0.00% 4.3 -0.69% 18.32 0.00% 426% 340% 244% 57% 80%

2012 0.45% 5.32 -1.30% 7.51 0.00% 4.3 0.00% 20.39 11.30% 474% 383% 272% 57% 81%

2013 2.41% 5.41 1.69% 7.78 3.60% 4.4 2.33% 21.26 4.27% 483% 393% 273% 57% 81%

2014 4.30% 5.57 2.96% 8.26 6.17% 4.56 3.64% 23.69 11.43% 520% 425% 287% 55% 82%

2015 2.90% 5.68 1.97% 8.6 4.12% 4.57 0.22% 26.69 12.66% 584% 470% 310% 53% 80%

DT max   Dual Energy low temperature rate

D >30   Residential rate beyond the first 30 kWh/day

D <30   Residential rate below the first 30 kWh/day

DT min   Dual Energy minimum rate warmer than  the cut-off temperautre

Note: D is a reference to the French word Domestique or Residential rate

DT -- Domestic Temperature based rate
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The DT maximum rate has stayed steady near 3 times the standard residential D rate 
charged after the first 30 kWh/day over all 5 years.   At the same time it is true that the DT 
maximium rate has risen from slightly over 4 to almost 6 times higher than its own DT 
minimum rate - because the minimum rate has stayed flat while the second half of the 
residential D rate has risen and the low temperature DT rate has followed with its multiplier 
of 3. 
 
The DT minimum rate has stayed slightly over half the same residential D rate charged after 
the first 30 kWh/day over all 5 years. 
 
The DT minimum rate has remained constantly below the base residential D first 30 
kWh/day; about 20% lower over all 5 years. 
 
Essentially the first 30 kWh/day represents every home's electrical use, and electricity over 
30 kWh/day generally represents what is used for electrical space heating.  The low DT 
minimum rate does not stop at the first 30 kWh/day, providing significantly inexpensive 
electrical heating right down to the outdoor temperature cut-off point. 
 
So the general statement that the higher part of the DT rate is 3 times the standard rate and 
the lower DT rate is half the standard rate is not perfectly true, but is reasonably true for 
the space heating portion of a residential electrical bill.  
 
The minimum base rates, both D and DT have changed little over 5 years.  It is the excedent 
use of electricity that has increased significantly, mostly electrical space heating.  With the 
Dual Energy DT rate system, careful electrical use during extreme cold weather can still 
provide significant annual savings in utility bills. 
 
There are other elments to your complex Hydro bill, including an expensive sur-charge for 
Power Demand whenever you draw more than 50 kW from the Hydro lines at any given 
moment --  but usually anyone using that much electricity can afford to pay the bill.  From 
the actual rate changes, I have not discovered what the stated Hydro Québec annual 
"adjustment" is  applied to.  I suspect a complex balance of all these rates -- but certinaly 
not a number we can use to predict our bills. 
 

Electrical rates in cents/kWh for each rate over 5 years 



 


